
Axiad Cloud +  
Windows Hello for Business

Extend your authentication to every user,  
machine, and digital interaction 



Windows Hello for Business will change how you secure your workforce – offering user-friendly, 
simple-to-use authentication for your employees’ Windows devices and applications. The 
solution allows you to eliminate unsafe passwords for these use cases and begin your transition 
to passwordless with their multi-factor authentication solution.

So is your journey to passwordless complete? Not so fast… what about your employees that 
use MAC or Linux? What happens when you need to authenticate to Remote Desktop or VPN? 
And how can you verify the machines and devices on your network? It’s time to maximize your 
Windows Hello for Business investment, with Axiad.

Axiad Cloud offers a single platform to manage all of your credentials, including Windows Hello 
for Business. With authentication for employees, machines, and devices all in one place, your 
journey to passwordless can be simple.

With Axiad and Windows Hello, you can 
authenticate…
Remote Desktop & VPN

●  Associate your WHfB credentials with digital certificates to address additional 
use cases, without needing an on-premises Microsoft PKI

Any operating system
●  MAC, Linux, and Windows are all supported in one 

centralized platform, so you can offer a vendor-
agnostic option to your employees

Machines and devices
●  Axiad Cloud’s PKI as a Service lets you verify 

every mobile phone, IoT device, server, etc. 
on your network to prevent machine-based 
attacks 

Digital interactions
●  Extend certificates for digital signing and 

encryptions of your employee emails and 
documents to keep communication secure



Why should you manage Windows Hello for 
Business in Axiad Cloud? 
Windows Hello for Business may accelerate your journey to passwordless, but doesn’t guarantee 
a successful passwordless future. Enterprises need to choose a passwordless solution that not 
only meets their digital security needs but that empowers their users to take charge of their 
security. If you implement passwordless without putting your users front and center, they will be 
less likely to adopt your solutions in the long run. This is not only a waste of your investment but 
puts your business and data at risk.

That’s why elevating Windows Hello for Business with Axiad is essential for passwordless success. 
The Axiad Cloud platform puts the user first and ensures that authentication is simple and secure 
every step along the way. 

Multiple credentials made easy
●  Your passwordless infrastructure could require additional smart cards, hardware tokens, 

etc. – use a single pane of glass to issue and manage them all

One click issuance for users
●  Long and complex issuance processes lead to your employees reaching out to IT – 

instead give them a self-service portal to issue their own credentials in seconds

Streamlined infrastructure for IT 
●  With Axiad Cloud, IT no longer needs to spend time and money on maintaining separate 

platforms for Windows Hello for Business and their additional credentials

Automated MFA best practices
●  If employees are procrastinating to issue or renew a credential, Axiad Airlock 

automatically sends them to their user portal to prevent them finding workarounds in your 
security policy

Verified emergency access 
●  You can’t fully prevent lost or forgotten credentials, even with Windows Hello for Business 

– MyCircle allows employees to gain emergency access by verifying their identity with a 
trusted colleague



About Axiad

Axiad provides enterprises with its SMARTidentity solution to deliver complete trust across the 
identity spectrum. Whether you need to secure your employee access, their online interactions, 
or your machines and devices, SMARTidentity ensures zero trust with PKI, MFA, and FIDO in one 
platform – Axiad Cloud. Businesses can take an identity-first strategy to cohesively deploy 
and manage all their credentials such as certificates, mobile MFA, TPM, hardware tokens such 
as YubiKeys, smart cards, and biometrics. Axiad makes the journey to passwordless simple 
with user-centric solutions for credential issuance, lifecycle management and emergency 
access from anywhere. The SMARTidentity solution is trusted by Fortune 500 companies across 
healthcare, aerospace & defense, energy & oil, transportation, finance, and more.

axiad.com

https://www.pingidentity.com/en.html
https://www.axiad.com/

